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In the latter half of 1967 a group of physicists from the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) embarked on a program of inelastic electron-proton scattering after completing an initial study (Coward et al. , 1968) of elastic scattering with physicists from the California Institute of Technology. This work was done on the newly completed 20 GeV Stanford linear accelerator. The main purpose of the inelastic program was to study the electroproduction of resonances as a function of momentum transfer. It was thought that higher-mass resonances might become more prominent when excited with virtual photons, and it was our intent to search for these at the very highest masses that could be reached. For completeness we also wanted to look at the inelastic continuum, since this was a new energy region which had not been previously explored. The proton resonances that we were able to measure' showed no unexpected kinematic behavior. Their transition form factors fell about as rapidly as the elastic proton form factor with increasing values of the four-momentum transfer q. However, we found two surprising features when we investigated the continuum region (now commonly called the deep inelastic region).
as a function of the square of the four-momentum transfer, q =2EE'(1 -cos8), for constant values of the invariant mass of the recoiling target system 8' where W =2M(E E')-+M q. -The quantity E is the energy of the incident electron, E' is the energy of the final electron, and 8 is the scattering angle, all defined in the laboratory system; M is the mass of the proton. The cross section is divided by the Mott cross section in order to remove the major part of the well-known fourmomentum-transfer dependence arising from the photon propagator. The q dependence that remains is related primarily to the properties of the target system. Results from 10' are shown in the figure for each value of 8'. As 8 increases, the q dependence appears to decrease. The striking difference between the behavior of the deep inelastic and elastic cross sections is also illustrated in this figure, where the elastic cross section, divided by the Mott cross section for 0= 10, is shown. The first unexpected feature of thes~early results (Bloom et al. , 1969; Breidenbach et al. , 1969) was that the deep inelastic cross sections showed a weak falloff with increasing q . The scattering yields at the larger values of q were between one and two orders of magnitude greater than expected.
The weak momentum-transfer dependence of the inelastic cross sections for excitations well beyond the resonance region is illustrated in Fig. 1 Gell-Mann (1964) and Zweig (1964a Zweig ( , 1964b as the building blocks of unitary symmetry (CxellMann, 1961; Ne'eman, 1961) Taylor (1991) and H. W. Kendall (1991) .
The scaling behavior of the structure functions is shown in Fig. 2 (Bjorken, 1966) for inelastic electron scattering,
where 8'z and 8'z are structure functions for the proton and neutron, respectively. This is equivalent to
The above inequality states that as the electron energy goes to infinity the sum of the electron-proton plus electron-neutron total cross sections (elastic plus inelastic) at fixed large q is predicted to be greater than onehalf the cross section for electrons scattering from a point-like particle. Bjorken (1967) (Feynman, 1969a (Feynman, , 1969b Fig. 4 .
Consider a proton of momentum P, made up of partons, in a frame approaching the infinite momentum frame. The transverse momenta of any parton is negligible and the ith parton has the momentum P; =x;P, where x; is a fraction of the proton's momentum. Assuming the electron scatters from a point-like parton of charge Q; (in units of e), leaving it with the same mass and charge, the contribution to W2(v, q ) (Drell et al. , 1969 (Drell et al. , , 1970 Cabibbo et al. , 1970; Lee and Drell, 1972) and also with quarks (Bjorken and Paschos, 1969; Kuti and Weisskopf, 1971; Landschoff and Polkinghorne, 1971 ). However, parton models incorporating quarks had a glaring inconsistency. Quarks required strong final-state interactions to account for the fact that these constituents had not been observed in the laboratory.
Before the theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) was developed, there was a serious problem in making the "free" behavior of the constituents during photon absorption compatible with this required strong final-state interaction. One of the ways to get out of this difhculty was to assign quarks very large masses, but this was not considered totally satisfactory. This question was avoided in parton models employing bare nucleons and pions because the recoil constituents are allowed to decay into real particles when they are emitted from the nucleon. Yan (1969, 1970) Lee and Drell (1972) (Bodek et al. , , 1979 Riordan et al. , 1974a Riordan et al. , , 1974b 1976) with better statistics and covering an extended range of q and 8' were done with hydrogen and deuterium targets, utilizing the 20 GeV, the 8 GeV, and the 1.6 GeV spectrometers. These data sets provided, in addition to more detailed information about the proton structure functions, a test of scaling for the neutron. In addition, the measured ratio of the neutron and proton structure functions provided a decisive tool in discriminating among the various models proposed to explain the early proton results. Neutron cross sections were extracted from measured deuteron cross sections using the impulse approximation along with a procedure to remove the effects of Fermi motion. The method used was that of Atwood and West 1973) , with small modifications (Bodek, 1973) (1973, 1974, 1979) and Riordan et al. (1974a Riordan et al. ( , 1974b (1973, 1974, 1979 Bodek et al. (1973 Bodek et al. ( , 1974 Bodek et al. ( , 1979 and Riordan et al. (1974a Riordan et al. ( , 1974b .
The conclusions that were derived from the analysis of these extensive data sets were the following:
(1) The deuterium and neutron structure functions showed the same approximate scaling behavior as the proton. This is shown in Fig. 5 , which presents v8'2 for the proton, neutron, and deuteron as a function of x for data ranging in q from 2 GeV to 20 GeV2.
(2) The values of R, R", and Rd were equal within experimental errors. This is shown in Fig. 6 'From Friedman and Kendall, 1972. Bjorken and Paschos, 1969 . 'Calculated from preliminary results, later published as Poucher et al. , (1974) and Bodek et al. (1973 Bodek et al. ( , 1974 Bodek et al. ( , 1979 , except where noted. Data from Bloom et al. (1969) and Breidenbath et al. (1969). ' (N ) 
2 was also evaluated.
This inequality was found to be satisfied at co = 5. Extensions of the quark-parton model allowed the weighted sum to be theoretically evaluated without making the assumption that the momentum of the nucleon is equally distributed among different types of partons. If u"(x) and d"(x) are defined as the momentum distributions of up and down quarks in the proton, then F$(x) is given by
where u (x) and d (x) are the distributions for anti-up and anti-down quarks, and Q"and Qd are the squares of the charges of the up and down quarks, respectively. The strange quark sea has been neglected. Using charge symmetry it can be shown that (Bodek et al. , , 1979 Riordan et al , 1974a Riordan et al , . , 1974b , which decreased the errors, were consistent with this behavior.
The experimental results that R was small for the proton and neutron at large values of q and v required that the constituents responsible for the scattering have spin 1/2, as was pointed out by Callan and Gross (1969) .
These results ruled out pions as constituents but were consistent with the constituents' being quarks or bare protons.
(2) The o"/o~ratio (Cundy, 1974; Haguenauer, 1974; Sciulli, 1974) of the quark model. Among these were the discovery of Charmonium (Aubert et al. , 1974; Augustin et al. , 1974) and its excited states, investigations of the total cross section. for e+e~h adrons (Schwitters and Strauch, 1976) , and the discoveries of quark jets (Hanson et al. , 1975) and gluon jets. The constituent quark model, with quark interactions described by QCD, became the accepted view of the structure of hadrons. This picture, which is one of the foundations of the Standard Model, has not been contradicted by any experimental evidence in the intervening years.
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